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Abstract: Hazelnut is the only product Turkey has monopolized in production. It is an important product in
Turkey’s economy as it is an important source of income for a large number of family farms (395 000) and
makes up around 71 of world production and 20% of total agricultural exports from Turkey. Hazelnut
production has increased by expanding hazelnut flat planted areas in recent years. The objective of the study
was to determine hazelnut policy effects on the basis of internal terms of trade (net barter terms of trade) on
the hazelnut farmers. In addition, the study is expected to provide meaningful parameters that would be of
valuable use for the policy makers. there is a deterioration net barter terms of trade for hazelnut compare to the
agriculture, it is remarkable that farmers kept on increasing the hazelnut planted area and production. The
results have shown that applied hazelnut price policy have not been beneficial for the hazelnut farmers. It can
be saidthat thehazelnut production migth be profitable ifthe hazelnut farmerstend to adopt in principle applied
restriction policies like compensation payment for the removal of hazelnut plantations on flat land.
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INTRODUCTION

Hazelnut is the only product Turkeyhasmonopolized
in production. It is an important product in Turkey’s
economy as it is an important source of income for a large
number of family farms (395 000) and makes up around
71 of world production and 20% of total agricultural
exports from Turkey[1,15,18].

The major policies on the hazelnut production can
be stated as; price support, planted area restrictions,
alternative crop payments and direct income
support. These policies were summarized briefly by
Yavuz, et al. [18] below.

Price supports date to 1938, which was also the year
in which Fiskobirlik (Hazelnut Agricultural Sale
Cooperatives Union) was established. Continuous losses
resulted in these cooperatives being converted into
state-run cooperatives and the state becoming the
purchasing agent. The hazelnut support price had worked
as a floor for prices. But, since the government sometimes
did not make payments on time, the producer may have
sold to local private handlers and firms at a price lower
thanthe support price level. Nevertheless, Fiskobirlik has
made large purchases of hazelnuts at the support price
level, resulting in an accumulation of large stocks by the
government.

Tocontrol the accumulation of stocks, restrictions on
hazelnut-planted areas were implemented in 1989 by
enacting a new regulation. This regulation restricted
hazelnut-planted areas to areas that are less than 750 m

above sea level, with at least a 12% slope and composed
of4th or higher class soil, excluding some specifiedareas.
Despite this regulation, hazelnut production continued
in forbidden areas. An additional regulation enacted in
1995 provided a program to pay producers to convert
hazelnut-planted areas having young trees to alternative
crops. Lack of funds has prevented this regulation from
being implemented.

The Turkish government proposed a direct income
support program in 2000. The primary reason for this
change is Turkey’s agreement with the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank. The second reason was
to bringTurkey’s agriculturalpolicy into compliancewith
the Uruguay Round provisions and to prepare Turkey for
potential entry into the European Union. A third impetus
is that the high price support has led to large holdings of
stocksas thehigh supports have discouragedconsumption
and encouraged production. Prior to full implementation,
a pilot direct income support program for hazelnuts was
firstapplied in 21 villages in the eastern part of Black Sea
region as a result of the cabinet decision enacted on
March14, 2000. In the case of full implementation, direct
income payments are calculated to be US $ 5.8 million
per year for approximately 78,000 hazelnut producers and
115,839 ha of land. According to another cabinet
decision, which was enacted and put into effect in April
2001 within the framework of direct income support
policy reform, hazelnut plantations in the areas with first,
second and third class soil having less than 6% slope will
be subject to removal with compensation payments for
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income losses, input subsidies and removal costs for
hazelnut plantations uprooted.

Hazelnut production has increased in recent years
alongwith the marketingproblems in thepresence of high
levels of storage. There have been numerous debates on
the high support price that generated excess hazelnut
supply. Hazelnut producers in the western part of the
region,whohave largeamounts of hazelnut-plantedareas,
havebenefited more from the high level of support. Small
farmers who are in need of cash usually sold their
products to handlers or processors at lower prices since
the government did not pay on time. Therefore, the
market price had been less than the support price but
had followed the support price very closely over the last
2 decades. These prices have had a very important
impact on production level and the expansion of
planted areas toward the west of the region while storage
levels have remained almost the same in the last 2
decades.

Hazelnut processors and exporters claim that a high
support price increased the hazelnut exporting price and
thus had a negative impact on the amount of hazelnuts
exported because foreign food processing companies
substitute almonds for hazelnuts. On the other hand,
members of the chamber of agriculture in the region who
represent hazelnut producers claim that a high price did
not have an impact on the level of hazelnut exports,
because the food processing industry does not have an
alternative to hazelnuts and has to comply with the
demands of consumers. It is also claimed that increased
world hazelnut prices would attract competitors to
increase their share in the world hazelnut market to
the detriment of Turkey. Actually, it is known that there
is no relation between the demand of importing
countries and the prices of hazelnuts and almonds
supporting the idea that high hazelnut prices in
foreign markets do not decrease Turkey’s hazelnut
export.

Although the political aspects of hazelnut production
have been studied extensively, limited studies are
available on hazelnut prices received by farmer’s aspects
of hazelnut production in Turkey. In recent years, many
studies have been made on the political evaluation of
hazelnut production[2-6,9-11,16-18]. Actually it canbe said that
it is not known quantitatively the reflection of the
hazelnut policy effects on the farmers. However, there is
a need for further study, especially in the quantitative
study related to the hazelnut policyeffects on the hazelnut
farmers. The objective of the study was to determine
hazelnut policy effects on the basis of internal terms of
trade (net barter terms of trade) on the hazelnut farmers.
In addition, the study is expected to provide meaningful
parameters that would be of valuable use for the policy
makers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, secondary data covering 1984-2004
periods are used to carry out to the study. The data related
the study was collected from various institutions, State
Institute of Statistics (SIS), Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), State Planning Organization (SPO)
and Istanbul Chamber of Commerce (ICC). In the study
internal terms of trade was calculated by using net barter
terms of trade considering wholesale price index and
average prices received by farmers index.

Net barter terms of trade can be defined as a ratio
between average product prices received by farmer index
and goods and input prices paid by farmer index. It is
formulated following[8];

N= Pt/Ps

N= net barter terms of trade, Pt= average product prices
received by farmer index, Ps= average prices paid by
farmer index

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Net barter terms of trade in terms of wholesale price
index: First of all, net barter terms of trade for the
agriculture and for the vegetable and fruits sector were
calculated by using wholesale price index of agriculture,
manufacturing and vegetable and fruits sectors. The
findings are given in Table 1.

In general, it can be said that net barter terms of
trade for agriculture was not realized in favor of
agricultural sector. When net barter terms of trade for
agriculture were investigated year by year; although a
relatively improvement was seen in 1984-1987 periods
and 1995-1998 periods, a relatively deterioration was
clearly seen for the other years.

The results of net barter terms of trade for vegetable
and fruits have shown that there was no much difference
compare to net barter terms of trade for agricultural
sector. But the deterioration for vegetable and fruits for
some years was serious compare to agricultural sector in
general.

Net barter terms of trade in terms of average prices
received by farmers index: Average prices received by
farmers index and net barter terms of trade are given in
Table 2.

The results in table 2 give very important and
different information from the farmer side. It is seen that
net barter terms of trade for hazelnut was very much
behind of net barter terms of trade for agricultural
products in years. There might be very reasons why the
result has been realized. We know that Turkish
government has applied different policies such as price
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Table 1: Wholesale Price Index Numbers (1987=100) and Net Barter Terms of Trade (%)
Net Barter Net Barter Terms

Agriculture Manufacturing Vegatable and Terms of Trade of Trade (Vegetable
Years (1) (2) Fruits (3) (Agriculture)(1/2) and Fruits) (3/2)
1984 44,8 39,8 44,7 112,69 112,31
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1985 61,6 56,5 66,2 109,05 117,17
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1986 77,1 74,9 78,8 103,02 105,21
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1987 100,0 100,0 100 100,00 100,00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1988 144,0 181,5 140,1 79,33 77,19
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1989 247,3 293,3 220,4 84,32 75,15
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1990 421,9 430,8 406,2 97,93 94,29
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1991 636,4 669,1 582,5 95,11 87,06
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1992 1 035,6 1 068,4 995,6 96,93 93,19
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1993 1 679,6 1 672,9 1 577,8 100,40 94,32
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1994 3 323,6 3 837,8 2 951,0 86,60 76,89
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1995 7 267,3 7 040,6 5 874,0 103,22 83,43
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1996 12 924,8 12 083,5 11 189,4 106,96 92,60
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1997 23 172,4 22 060,6 22 499,2 105,04 101,99
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1998 44 059,4 36 263,1 41 238,6 121,50 113,72
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1999 61 532,6 57 369,5 51 453,9 107,26 89,69
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2000 83 008,1 90 723,9 64 750,9 91,50 71,37
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2001 115 752,6 151 613,5 85 332,7 76,35 56,28
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2002 195 777,7 210 525,5 261 886,2 93,00 124,40
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2003 262 211,4 260 655,3 291 927,9 100,60 112,00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2004 297 745,4 289 371,2 299 518,8 102,89 103,51
Source: SIS[13], SIS[14] and http://www.ito.org.tr[22]

Table 2: Average Prices Received by Farmers Index and Net Barter Terms of Trade (%)
Average Prices Average Prices Average Prices Average Prices Received Net Barter Net Barter Terms
Received by Received by Received by Farmers by Farmers Index Terms of Trade of Trade (Agricult-
Farmers (Haz- Farmers (Hazelnut) Index (Hazelnut) (Agricultural Products) (Hazelnut) ure Products )

Years elnut) (TL/kg) ($/kg) (1987=100) (1987=100) (%)(*) (%)(*)
1984 203 0,56 19,01 31,0 47,76 77,89
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1985 476 0,92 44,57 55,6 78,88 98,41
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1986 700 1,05 65,54 76,0 87,51 101,47
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1987 1 068 1,25 100,00 100,0 100,00 100,00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1988 1 655 1,16 154,96 156,3 85,38 86,12
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1989 2 102 0,99 196,82 272,3 67,10 92,84
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1990 2 965 1,14 277,62 443,3 64,44 102,91
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1991 4 218 1,01 394,94 674,4 59,03 100,79
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Table 2: (Continue).
Average Prices Average Prices Average Prices Average Prices Received Net Barter Net Barter Terms
Received by Received by Received by Farmers by Farmers Index Terms of Trade of Trade (Agricult-
Farmers (Haz- Farmers (Hazelnut) Index (Hazelnut) (Agricultural Products) (Hazelnut) ure Products )

Years elnut) (TL/kg) ($/kg) (1987=100) (1987=100) (%)(*) (%)(*)
1992 6 972 1,02 652,81 1 184,9 61,10 110,90
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1993 12 178 1,11 1 140,26 1 949,8 68,16 116,55
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1994 46 652 1,57 4 368,16 3 715,2 113,82 96,81
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1995 61 840 1,35 5 790,26 7 414,5 82,24 105,31
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1996 113 571 1,40 10 633,99 14 240,4 88,00 117,85
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1997 270 876 1,79 25 362,92 26 979,8 114,97 122,30
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1998 494 442 1,90 46 296,07 51 448,1 127,67 141,87
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1999 737 043 1,77 69 011,52 78 283,0 120,29 136,45
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2000 1 041 550 1,70 97 523,41 111 615,8 107,49 123,03
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2001 1 336 526 1,09 125 142,87 157 283,0 82,54 103,74
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2002 1 670 203 1,11 156 386,05 242 665,7 74,28 115,27
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2003 1 711 155 1,14 160 220,51 331 418,1 61,47 127,15
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2004 3 511 853 2,47 328 825,19 371 189,3 113,63 128,27
(*) Found by dividing average prices received by farmers index to manufacturing price index.
Source: SIS[13], http://www.die.gov.tr[19], http://www.tcmb.gov.tr/kurlar[23], http://www.ekutup.dpt.gov.tr.tg[20]

support, planted area restrictions, alternative crop
payments and direct income support to solve current
problems like target price, surplus and marketing etc. in
years.

On the other hand it is also known that hazelnut
production has increased due to the expansion of hazelnut
planted areas to flat lands in recent years. Although there
is a deterioration net barter terms of trade for hazelnut
compare to the agriculture, it is remarkable that farmers
kept on increasing the hazelnut planted area and
production. The findings reported by Yavuz et al.[8],
support price which is less than market price have
had a very important impact on production level
and the expansion of planted areas while storage
levels have remained almost the same in the last 2
decades.

Conclusion: In the study it is determined that the real
income of hazelnut farmers has decreased year by year,
even though the hazelnut planted areas and the production
level have increased. The results haveshown that applied
hazelnut price policy have not been beneficial for the
hazelnut farmers. It can be said that the hazelnut
production migth be profitable if the hazelnut farmers
tend to adopt in principle applied restriction policies like
compensation payment for the removal of hazelnut
plantations on flat land.
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